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Synopsis

After a radioactive lollipop turns Beaver Sparker into LICK-IT MAN, women all across the globe are empowered with “enlightened orgasms” and men have the perfect role model. Author Camille Carida creates a hilarious, smart, and sexy laugh out loud full-color 65 page graphic novel. Beautifully illustrated by Marvel and DC Comics artist Joe Quinones, this award-winning ebook is a playful and twisted comedic take on the superhero genre combining bawdy sexuality, tongue in cheek humor, and tinges of political satire.
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Customer Reviews

The illustrations in this comic are really good, probably the best part of this, and the colors are great. Though it doesn’t work completely with the built-in comic reader on the Kindle, which makes some pages difficult to read since you can’t just zoom in on the text. Not sure if that’s ‘s fault or the publisher so not letting it ding my overall rating. For those looking for a cheap thrill: I will warn you this contains no nudity. There’s definitely a defined story instead of just being pointless smut which is nice. However the story really isn’t very engaging and seems a little rushed. Also a lot of it is just cheap/tongue-in-cheek jokes. Overall it’s okay for a quick comical read a bit on the risque side, but
frankly I wouldn't pay any money for it and only read it because it was free with Kindle Unlimited. 5/5 on the art 3/5 for the story. So 4/5 overall.

Liked the concept behind the story very much. Would've liked more background story on Beaver though. Somehow there was a huge gap in the story and it was his motives, which I found only vaguely explained.

So I found this book on Kindle Unlimited and thought it looked humorous. I've got a twisted sense of humor so anything along these lines I just can't resist. It's a quick read at only 66 pages (but it is a comic after all...so it felt more like 40 lol), the graphics are pretty awesome and the idea of a superhero having THAT power is just funny for a female reader, it leaves you thinking "if only" haha.

This was a great short read for some laughs. Yes the subject matter is very adult and should only be read by adults. There is very little in the way of sexual content as the actions are hinted at. A face of satisfaction shown by the women, that is paced in a comedic way. This is a unique take on superheroes. If you like having chuckle at human failings, blunders, and mostly sexuality check it out.

I really enjoyed reading this book. It's definitely an adult book, but there is no nudity or graphic sex depicted (not that that's a bad thing). The art reminds me of Mike Allred and the writing reminds me of a National Lampoon satire. Each page is a new treat. Highly recommended!

I would recommend this to a mature audience with an erotic sense of humor. I would also encourage the author to begin penning more of her stories so that we, her loyal followers and vid fans, can enjoy many more of her stories as well as the graphic illustrations. If we are fortunate enough, we may see more visually detailed graphics to accompany a more verbally detailed storyline. Thank you for some very enjoyable and enlightening reading.

This is a hilarious read! It's so refreshing to read such a fun, satirical comic book from a female point of view! The artwork is incredible, I love the innuendoes (that damn pink motorcycle... too good), and you can knock it out in one night. Some great bits of political commentary as well. I would love to see more books from this team. Lots of tasteful sexiness and great fun. I'm in!

Great idea, and a great R rated parody of superhero comics and origin stories--but just not fully
fleshed out. Great for casual comics readers—not much appeal for enthusiastic comic fans. If you're looking for feminism in comics there are plenty more rewarding reads.
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